What’s in the Haute Knits Teacher Training Program?


The Haute Knits Teacher Training Program prepares you to teach the Haute Knits system for
creating Activewear and Swimwear! You will learn how to use a serger and coverstitch for the
stretch fabrics and garments they were REALLY designed for. This online training course is
delivered in Modules. To achieve Haute Knits certified teacher status you will need to complete
all 3 Modules.



Each of the 3 Modules consists of 4 weeks of lectures, with one project per week. This course is
designed to be taken over 12 weeks, and at completion you will submit photos of your projects
for review for your certification!



By the end of Module 1, you will have completed the Haute Knits ActiveWear Samples
workbook, and 3 Activewear pieces—The Haute Knits Tank, Capris and Sports Bra. These are the
pieces your students will create in the Haute Knits Launch program, and are the learning base
garments to learn the Haute Knits system.



We know you are busy, and so are your students—so we have made it faster and easier with our
Haute Knits Kits that are pre-cut for each project. That way you spend your time learning (or
teaching!), and serging—not cutting out!



You are in class with us so you can teach creating with stretch knits—and you will be developing
all the skills needed with your serger and coverstitch machines to do that! The excitement will
continue as you see your own activewear pieces come together with ease and success! And at
your own Haute Knits Launch program you will see your own students get energized about
sergers, coverstitch and making Activewear!



In Week 1 of this course you are introduced to Haute Knits, and some background info about
making activwear. Then we will start your ActiveWear Samples Workbook, with 13 samples of
prime techniques used for sewing spandex stretch fabrics and active clothing. Then in Week 2
you will sew a Tank, Week 3 Capris, and Week 4 a cute Sports Bra. You will feel super
accomplished learning so many new (and easy) skills in a short time.



We are here to support you as a Certified Haute Knits Instructor, and want you to be SUPER
successful in your learning and sewing time with us. There is also a Certified Haute Knits
Instructor Agreement that you will receive via email, you should look that over, understand the
conditions of certification, and sign then email a signed copy back to us.



So let the serging begin!

